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Abstract

The momentum scattering time for electron–phonon interaction in β-Ga2O3 was derived within
the relaxation time approximation considering all infra-red active optical modes. A ﬁrst principle
calculation was applied to separately obtain the scattering rates due to polar and non-polar
phonon–electron interactions, and then spherically averaged coupling coefﬁcients for each polar
optical mode were calculated. The method was tested to analyze, in the framework of the
relaxation time approximation, transport data in semiconductors having different optical phonons.
This approach can be reliably applied if the band may be considered as isotropic. Hall density and
mobility curves were ﬁtted simultaneously with the same parameters, after Hall-to-drift data
conversion through a Hall scattering factor calculated self-consistently within the routine. In the
theoretical mobility calculations, both polar and non-polar phonon interactions were considered
besides impurity scattering. The Farvacque correction was included in the momentum scattering
rate for electron interaction with the optical phonons, and its effect on mobility calculation is
critically discussed. Hall transport data of β-Ga2O3 taken from the literature were ﬁtted to test the
approach, and good agreement between the experimental and calculated mobilities was obtained.
Keywords: oxide semiconductors, electronic transport in semiconductors, electron mobility,
β-Ga2O3 single crystal
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
vibrational properties [13–16]. There is a large set of vibrational modes: 30 phonon branches, consisting of three
acoustic modes and 27 optical modes. Among the latter, 12
modes are polar, IR active modes: eight of Bu symmetry, four
of Au symmetry; while ten of the residual 15 optical modes
have Ag symmetry and ﬁve Bg symmetry [17, 18]. Despite the
expected anisotropic conductive and magneto-conductive
tensor of a monoclinic structure [19–21], the experimental
and calculated electrical properties show nearly isotropic
behavior [22, 23]. It is generally recognized that the bottom of
the conduction band (CB), at the gamma point of the Brillouin zone, is essentially parabolic and spherical, with minor
differences in the effective masses for the different k directions [24, 25]. The scattering mechanism anisotropy is also
expected to be moderate, as demonstrated by mobility measurements in MOSFETs with different channel orientations
for which the mobility was statistically contained within

Introduction
Gallium oxide (β-Ga2O3) is a wide band gap semiconductor
that has attracted great interest for its demonstrated applications in ﬁelds such as power electronics, optoelectronics,
photovoltaics, and gas sensors [1–8]. Materials growth and
characterization, as well as prototype devices (especially
Schottky diodes, UV photodetectors, FETs and MOSFETs)
are the subject of numerous publications [9–12]. Understanding basic physical properties is important for both control of material properties and improvement of device
performances. Transport properties are certainly those that
mostly inﬂuence design and fabrication of high-performance
devices. In the case of β-Ga2O3, modeling and investigation
of transport parameters are however complicated by the low
symmetry of the crystal (monoclinic, belonging to the space
group C2/m), resulting in anisotropic optical, thermal and
0268-1242/18/105008+09$33.00
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10%–15% [26]. Theoretically, the mobility anisotropy of
β-Ga2O3 was predicted to be within 30% for low-doped
β-Ga2O3 [23]. On the other hand, at very high doping levels
the ionized impurity scattering may also become anisotropic
owing to the anisotropy of the dielectric tensor, with anisotropy estimated to be less than 40% [23]. These experimental
and theoretical results imply that the diagonal elements of the
conductivity (and resistivity) tensor are practically equal
while the non-diagonal ones are negligible. This allows one to
use the van der Pauw method for the measurement of the
transport properties and to use the simpliﬁed expression of
the Hall coefﬁcient RH , based on the analytical solution of the
Boltzmann equation in the so-called relaxation time approximation (RTA) [19]. This means that: RH = rH ne, where
rH = á t 2ñ / á t 2ñ, where rH is the Hall scattering factor, τ the
energy-dependent scattering time n the drift electron density
and e the electronic charge [19, 27].
The literature on transport data of β-Ga2O3 includes Hall
mobility and Hall electron density curves as a function of
temperature [22, 28–32], doping level [22, 33, 34], or crystal
orientation [25, 26]. First principle calculations have also
been performed to clarify the dominant scattering mechanisms [23, 35] and other aspects of transport [36, 37].
A common ﬁnding of the latest theoretical computation is
that the lattice mobility is controlled by optical phonons (OP),
with a low energy of about 25–30 meV. The ﬁrst principle
calculations reported in [23, 35] suggested that the scattering
with polar optical phonons (POP) strongly prevails on the
electron–phonon interaction via deformation potential (DP),
from acoustic (AC) and non-polar optical (NOP) phonons. On
the other hand, considering the T −1.5 temperature dependence
of experimental mobility data, some of the present authors
proposed a model according to which the mobility was
essentially determined by NOP scattering [19]. The estimated
NOP deformation potential had the character of averaged nonpolar interactions by several phonons. In that work, the POP
mobility has been attributed to a single effective optical phonon
of high energy, considering the fact that electron–POP coupling
increases with increasing LO phonon energy, as suggested by
Liu et al [17]. However, accounting for anisotropy of the LO–
TO splitting, Ghosh and Singisetti found that the POP Bu1
mode has the biggest coupling strength and thus a major impact
on mobility at low-electric ﬁeld and room temperature (RT)
[35]. A very strong Froehlich interaction is also expected owing
to a relatively high ionicity of the chemical bonds, as Ma et al
[38] recently pointed out. These authors evaluated the intrinsic
mobility by considering an effective momentum scattering time
in RTA approach to account for the overall polar electron–
phonon interactions. This again implies that just one effective
single PO mode is considered in order to calculate the POP
mobility, anyhow of lower energy (44 meV deduced from the
ﬁt of the experimental data).
The present work aims to calculate the total momentum
scattering time for the polar interaction of optical phonons and
electrons, by taking into account the multiplicity of the polar
vibrational branches through the overlap of independent POP
modes. A practical, reliable RTA routine able to calculate the
total POP mobility including all the 12 IR modes was

established. Ab initio computation was applied to obtain the
effective Froehlich coupling of each polar vibrational mode,
hence its effectiveness in limiting the carrier mobility. This
approach is more accurate than a calculation based on a single
effective vibrational mode, as it considers all optical phonons
and their relative effect on the lattice mobility. In spite of the
approximations of isotropic band and elastic collisions, such an
approach turns out to be a useful tool for deriving the electrical
parameters by ﬁtting experimental transport data. To assess the
robustness of the model, experimental Hall data from the literature have been ﬁtted with very satisfactory results.

Details of the approach
This work extends the approach ﬁrst proposed by Chang and
James for tetragonally-bonded crystals (in particular HgI2
[39]) to β-Ga2O3. The total momentum scattering time for the
polar interaction of optical phonons and electrons through the
overlap of independent POP modes was calculated. First
principle calculations [35–37] were used to calculate spherically average coupling coefﬁcients for each POP contribution
and, subsequently, to obtain the energy-dependent total
momentum relaxation time for the POP scattering, within the
RTA, tPOP (e). These data were then introduced in a routine
that simultaneously calculates concentration and drift mobility with the same set of free parameters previously described
in [19]. The procedure also includes the self-consistent calculation of the Hall scattering factor for the drift-to-Hall data
conversion. Besides the total POP scattering, the model
includes scattering by ionized (IO) and neutral impurities
(NI), as well as non-polar electron–phonon interactions (discussed below). The Brooks–Herring [40] and Erginsoy
models [41] were applied for ionized and neutral impurities,
respectively, as described in [19]. Free parameters in the ﬁts
are the dopant and compensating impurity densities, the
thermal ionization energy of donors, the effective deformation
potentials for non-polar electron–phonon interaction (both
AC and NOP). Fixed parameters were the scalar effective
electron mass, taken equal to 0.28 mo [24] and the mass
density, of value 5.88 (g cm−3) [42]. The Farvacque [43]
correction to the OP momentum scattering time, which is
particularly important for wide band gap semiconductors, was
also included (in POP and NOP interaction) and its effect on
the Hall scattering factor is critically discussed.
A ﬁrst principle calculation [35–37] was also applied to
calculate the global DP scattering rate separately from the
POP one. In addition, the former was split in two contributions: interaction with acoustic phonons, and with optical
phonons, respectively. The non-polar scattering rates were
calculated from the short-range electron–phonon matrix elements that were obtained using a combination of density
functional perturbation theory and maximally localized
Wannier functions. Details of the calculation can be found in
[37]. In order to facilitate analytical ﬁtting of the computed
scattering rates, the non-polar scattering rates are classiﬁed
between acoustic, centrosymmetric (Ag) optical, and noncentrosymmetric optical modes.
2
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Figure 1 shows the computed Wj (e) data and the ﬁtting
curves giving the Cj coefﬁcients listed in table 1, along with
the optimal frequency of each mode and symmetry of the IR
active mode. The coupling coefﬁcient and the optimal frequency of each mode were then used to calculate the relative
momentum scattering time, from [39]:

Polar optical phonon momentum scattering time
The approach of Chang and James [39] describes the carrierphonon scattering for non-cubic crystals due to all possible
phonon modes and, in particular, leads to the POP carrier
mobility through a spherical average of angle-dependent
coupling constants, which are deﬁned in order to describe
non-isotropic polar electron–phonon interaction. The resulting isotropic momentum scattering times have the same
energy dependence normally applied to cubic crystals [44],
but differ from the latter by multiplicative coefﬁcients,
dependent on the effective charge associated to each
POP mode.
It is to be said that Chang and James’s approach can be
applied to β-Ga2O3, thanks to the nearly spherical CB (nearly
isotropic electron effective masses) and negligible mobility
anisotropy as mentioned in the introduction. Dispersion
relations of all the vibrational modes of β-Ga2O3 were derived
from ﬁrst principles, and the anisotropic scattering probabilities Wj (k) for each IR active mode j were calculated at
T=300 K [35–37] and then spherically averaged over the
Brillouin zone. After averaging, however, the information on
the anisotropy of the LO–TO split is lost. The relative scattering efﬁciency of each different POP mode was obtained by
ﬁtting the relative Wj (e) curve with the formula [39, 44]:
Wj,POP () =

⎧
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where the symbols maintain the meaning described above.
Here the factors B represents the Farvacque correction [43],
given by:
B = 

f0 (  wj ) - f0 ()
wj (¶f0 / ¶)

.

(3 )

Such a correction was proposed by Farvacque for each
OP scattering mechanism, polar and non-polar, to partially
redeem the assumption of elastic scattering required by RTA,
indeed rather coarse for OP scattering mechanisms, especially
if the energy of the involved phonons is high, as it may occur
in wide band gap semiconductors. Considering a single
phonon and ﬁxed temperature, the Farvacque correction is
different in the process of creation or annihilation of the OP.
If energy is transferred from annihilated phonons to electrons,
the latter become faster, which is equivalent to having lower
collision probability. The ﬁnal effect is that the momentum
scattering rate decreases with respect to bare elastic approximation. The opposite occurs when optical phonons are created by highly energetic electrons (see insert of ﬁgure 2(b)).
Both these effects are enhanced as the temperature decreases,
because, according to equation (3), an inelastic process
induces a stronger change on the electron distribution function with respect to equilibrium. The ﬁnal effect of the Farvacque correction on the mobility depends on proper energy
averaging (see e.g. [19]) of the momentum scattering time and
results in an increased mobility. Clearly, the higher the phonon energy the higher the mobility upwards correction.
Generally speaking, the Farvacque corrections depends on
three factors: temperature, mean carrier energy and distribution of electronic states. Each time the difference between
phonon energy and mean carrier energy increases, the
inelastic scattering becomes more signiﬁcant and the Farvacque correction is heavier.
Considering several phonons, as in the present work, the
total POP momentum scattering rate is obtained from the
overlap of all the 1 tj,POP (e) POP contributions: this is plotted
versus energy, at ﬁxed temperatures in ﬁgure 2, either
including (F-POP) or excluding (s-POP) the Farvacque correction. The corresponding drift-mobilities obtained from

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞ ⎫
⎛ 
⎪
+ [n (wj ) + 1] sinh-1 ⎜
- 1 ⎟ ⎬.
⎪
⎠w j ⎭
⎝ 

2

Cj

(1 )

Here, ε is the carrier energy,  is the reduced Planck constant,
ρ the mass density, v = 2 me , me being the scalar
electron effective mass; n (wj ) = (ewj / KT - 1)-1 is the
population of phonon of energy wj.
Free parameters of each ﬁt were: the Cj coefﬁcient of
mode j and the averaged frequency of the optical phonon wj.
The Cj coefﬁcients so obtained have the same meaning of the
spherically averaged coupling constants deﬁned by Chang
and James [39]. The coupling coefﬁcient of each infra-red
active mode is related to an averaged value of the Callen
effective charge associated to such vibrational mode. The ﬁrst
principle scattering rates were calculated using the Vogl
method [45]. The net dipole oscillation for a given mode is
computed from the tensor product of the Born effective
charge matrix and the displacement patterns. The electron–
POP matrix element for a given phonon wave-vector is proportional to the projection of this dipole moment along the
wave-vector direction. The matrix elements are used in the
Fermi–Golden rule to obtain the corresponding scattering
rates which are ﬁtted on equation (1) to get the average frequencies wj and the coupling parameters Cj. It is important to
mention here that the ﬁtted phonon energies do not represent
the existence of a mode at those energies. They can be considered as a spherical average of the LO mode energy, as the
LO mode energy is strongly dependent on the direction of the
phonon wave-vector.
3
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Figure 1. Symbols: averaged Wj (e ) scattering rates for 6 of the 12 modes with higher scattering rates, obtained by ﬁrst principle calculations:
the anisotropic scattering rates were spherically averaged over the Brillouin zone, which resulted in losing the information on anisotropic
LO–TO splitting (see text); lines: ﬁtting curves with equation (1). The sharp increase of the data as the energy increases is due to the process
of phonon creation.
Table 1. Averaged coupling constants obtained by ﬁtting the data of
ﬁgure 1 with equation (1).

Mode

w j (eV) (ﬁtted)

Cj (eV Å−2)

Bu (1)
Bu (2)
Bu (3)
Bu (4)
Bu (5)
Bu (6)
Bu (7)
Bu (8)
Au (1)
Au (2)
Au (3)
Au (4)

0.025
0.029
0.035
0.043
0.050
0.070
0.080
0.090
0.014
0.037
0.060
0.081

2.0
1.6
0.5
1.15
3.2
4.5
3.1
3.2
0.15
2.0
3.8
3.0

view, it is important to determine the momentum scattering
time as accurately as possible.
Anyway, the observed agreement supports the validity of
the RTA approach proposed in this work, and enables its
extension to other semiconductors with nearly isotropic
effective mass and multiple PO vibrational modes. The
validity of the ﬁrst principle calculations of [35–37] is also
indirectly conﬁrmed.

Deformation potential momentum scattering
times: AC
Although it plays a minor role, DP electron–phonon interaction
is active; therefore, it cannot be neglected in the transport model.
First principle calculations [35–37] permitted to compute
separately the scattering rates of acoustic and optical phonons.
The calculated scattering rate WAC(ε) for acoustic phonons
obtained by ﬁrst principle was then ﬁtted by the following
standard relation in elastic and equipartition energy approximation [44] to estimate the AC deformation potential, i.e.

these momentum scattering rates are plotted versus temperature in ﬁgure 3.
For comparison, in the ﬁgure we also plotted the NOP
drift mobility obtained in [19]. The temperature dependence
for the set of curves is very similar, although both POP
mobility curves are situated a bit under the NOP curve [19].
Furthermore, the F-POP curve is slightly above the s-POP one
in the entire temperature range.
It is worth noting that the F-POP and NOP curves are in
good agreement also with the POP curve reported in [38],
based on the single phonon energy of 44 meV, making us
conﬁdent that the POP mobility trend indicated by the set of
curves is reliable. However, although the single POP mobility
curves of ﬁgure 3 are similar, the energy dependences of the
corresponding momentum scattering times are different.
Therefore, they differently inﬂuence the calculation of the
total momentum scattering time, and the resulting total
mobility and Hall scattering factor [19]. From this point of

WAC () =

2 me3 / 2 k B TEac2 1 / 2
 .
p 4rv2

(4 )

Figure 4(a) reports the calculated WAC(ε) together with the
ﬁtting curve. The estimated deformation potential was
Eac = 16.6 eV. The ﬁtting curve closely approaches the calculated scattering rate WAC(ε) up to energy of about 0.8 eV,
thus covering the expected mean energy of carriers in the
temperature range of real experimental measurements. Therefore, it is assumed to be a reliable evaluation of the AC
deformation potential. In the ﬁtting routine for low-doping
samples, we ﬁxed the AC deformation potential at 16.6 eV,
whereas we left it as free for samples with higher doping
levels. The AC momentum scattering time was taken
4
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Figure 3. Total POP mobility versus temperature, obtained from the
overlap of all the POP contributions, with (dash) or without (short
dash) Farvacque correction, compared to the single NOP effective
mobility (continuous line) given in [19] and to the effective POP
curve (crosses) given in [38].

optical, and non-centrosymmetric optical modes are plotted
separately. The calculated scattering rates seem to mix contributions of zero and ﬁrst order NOP interaction, excluding
the prevalence of an effective optical vibrational mode in the
non-polar interaction. In particular, for   wnop, where
wnop is the energy of the optical phonon involved, a  or a
1.5 energy dependence of the scattering rate is expected for
the zero (see equation (5)) or the ﬁrst order NOP interaction,
respectively [39, 44]

Figure 2. Total POP momentum scattering rate (in RTA) versus

energy, obtained from the overlap of all the contributions due to IR
active modes, and calculated at three different lattice temperatures.
Open triangles: T = 500 K; full circles: T=300 K; open squares:
T=200 K. (a) Farvacque correction excluded. (b) Farvacque
correction included. Notice that the momentum scattering rate,
calculated in RTA, is different from the physical scattering rate:
Farvacque correction is providing an effective momentum scattering
rate in which the crude RTA assumption of elastic scattering for
electron–OP interaction is partially adjusted (see text). The insert
shows the effect of the Farvacque correction on the POP momentum
scattering rate for electron interaction with a single phonon of
25 meV, at T=300 K: the arrows help to understand the effect of
the correction (full circles: correction off; empty circles: correction on).

WNOP ‐ 0 () =

2
2 Enop
me 3 / 2

4pr3w nop

{n (w nop )  + w nop

+ [[n (w nop) + 1]  - w nop ]E  w nop }.

(5 )

Here Enop and wnop are the NOP deformation potential and
the energy of the optical phonon involved in the interaction,
respectively [39, 44]. The same conclusion is obtained if the
NOP scattering rate is calculated including only the 10 Ag
centrosymmetric OP modes, (full circles in ﬁgure 4(b)), or the
non-centrosymmetric ones (full squares in ﬁgure 4(b)), notwithstanding the different symmetries of the two sets of
phonons.
Considering all this, for simplicity, in the RTA calculation the NOP scattering was handled through a momentum
scattering time for a single zero-order non-polar interaction
(NOP-0), see [44], including the Farvacque correction [43]:

coincident with equation (4), the collision probability being
isotropic.

Deformation potential momentum scattering
times: NOP

1
tNOP ()

Concerning the NOP contributions, ﬁgure 4(b) gives the
energy dependence of the overall NOP scattering rate due to
all vibrational modes (open symbols) in log–log scale. In the
same ﬁgure, the contributions due to all centrosymmetric (Ag)

=

2
Enop
me 3 / 2

2 pr3w nop

G ( ) .

G () = n (w nop ) B +  + w nop + {[n (w nop) + 1]
´ B-  - w nop }  w nop .

5

(6 )
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Figure 5. Hall scattering factor due to F-POP full scattering (open

squares), and to s-POP full scattering (open triangles) compared to
the total rH curve (full symbols) derived from the ﬁtting of sample
Irmscher#12 (free parameters of table 2).

dominate over the phonon scattering. On the other hand, ﬁtting of the entire set of experimental data was possible when
the total POP momentum scattering time was corrected by
Farvacque factors.
We observe that the action of the Farvacque factor, in the
present analysis, is double: ﬁrst, it enhances the absolute drift
mobility values, as expected. Secondly, the Hall scattering
factor, generally higher than unity, increases the drift mobility. Figure 5 shows that the Farvacque correction indeed
enhances rH. As a result, the calculated Hall mobility is
greater for the F-POP momentum scattering time than for the
simple POP. In this regards, it is worth noting that the maximum Hall factor associated to the standard POP mobility (for
a single vibrational mode) reaches 1.9 without Farvacque
correction, but goes above 3 after correction.
Such enhancement effect by Farvacque factor is crucial
in order to ﬁt the experimental lattice mobility, in particular at
higher doping levels, where the ionized impurity scattering
becomes competitive with the phonon scattering and signiﬁcantly decreases the computed mobility. Actually, the
progressive apparent reduction of the non-polar scattering
contributions, both AC and NPO, would seem to improve the
accuracy of the experimental data ﬁtting. However, this is a
non-physical result, which suggests a slight overestimation of
the total F-POP momentum scattering rate, i.e. the total
F-POP mobility is probably underestimated.
The analytic procedure was applied to the analysis of
Hall mobility and Hall density data from the literature, in
particular from [22, 28]. The calculated Hall curves are
reported in ﬁgures 6(a) and (b); the ﬁtting is limited to the
temperature range where the effects of the impurity band
conduction are negligible. The Hall factors self-consistently
obtained are reported in ﬁgure 6(c). The values of the free
parameters entering in the iterative calculation are given in
table 2. Here, ND, NA , NA ND and ED indicate the donor and
acceptor density, the compensation ratio and the thermal
ionization energy of the donors, respectively. Note that the

Figure 4. Scattering rates due to non-polar electron–phonon
coupling: (a) acoustic phonon, symbols indicate the data obtained
from ﬁrst principle calculations [35–37], whereas the line indicates
the ﬁtting of the curve by equation (4) to derive the AC deformation
potential; (b) overall contribution of all optical phonons (empty
circles); of the 10 Ag centrosymmetric optical phonons (full circles);
and the remaining 17 optical phonons (full squares). Lines indicates
the square root (dotted line), linear (dashed line) and  1.5 (continuous
line) energy dependences.

Both the effective deformation potential Enop and the
effective phonon energy wnop were thus kept as adjustable
phenomenological parameters.

Analytical approach applied to analysis of
experimental data
When Hall data of samples with different doping levels are
analyzed by the methodology described above, but with no
Farvacque correction, a good ﬁt is obtained only for lowdoped samples (up to about 1×1017 cm−3). As the doping
level increases above 1017 cm−3, the calculated mobility
resulted appreciably lower than the experimental mobility,
even if the non-polar interaction was completely excluded.
This is due to the increasing effectiveness of the ionized
impurity scattering at the higher temperatures, which can
6
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role of the DP contributions tends to decrease at higher
doping level, as pointed out above. In the lowest doped
sample, a value higher than the typical one of about
108 eV cm−1 was obtained for the NOP deformation potential.
This result must be taken with some precaution because such
a parameter is here purely phenomenological.
Although the Hall data of the two most conductive
samples resulted compatible with a weak DP scattering, the
quality of the ﬁt did not vary appreciably when the DP
contribution was neglected.
It is apparent, that the experimental mobility data are well
ﬁtted by the theoretical curves in the range of temperature
where the transport takes place through the CB extended
states, which backs the approach followed for calculation of
the F-POP mobility. The F-POP mechanism results to dominate the lattice mobility as proposed in [35]. It should be
noted that the calculated Hall densities show an unphysical
effect, namely an inﬂection correlated with the total Hall
scattering factor. A similar, weaker, inﬂection also appears if
the Farvacque correction is not applied, which again indicates
a slight overestimation of the POP momentum scattering rate.
The values of the parameters obtained from the best ﬁtting
however seem to be physically meaningful, because the
distortion of the theoretical curve is limited to a narrow T
range. These parameters are consistent, within 10% of
uncertainty, with those estimated in [19].
In view of the comparable accuracy of van der Pauw
measurements, owing to the ﬁnite dimensions of the contacts
[46], we are conﬁdent that the present analytical procedure
may provide a reliable interpretation of the actual scattering
phenomena in β-Ga2O3. The reliability of the estimated donor
and acceptor densities is expected to further increase if a
wider temperature range is investigated, up to the carrier
freezing region.
In samples doped at higher levels, of the order of
1018 cm−3 [29], the electron transport is strongly affected by
impurity band conduction, thus hindering the CB transport
also above RT. We in turn expect that the Hall data of highlydoped samples cannot be ﬁtted correctly by present model,
also considering that screening effects could inﬂuence the
F-POP scattering time leading to different Cj coefﬁcients.
As a ﬁnal point, we should note that the estimated
compensation ratios are generally lower than previously
reported in [23, 28]. The discrepancy is particularly high
between the NA /ND ratio given by Oishi et al (0.19, see [28])
and the present recalculation. However, we notice that in the
model of Oishi et al the lattice mobility was described by a
single phonon POP momentum scattering time, without any
correction for the Hall scattering factor, and that no OP
energy was provided. More information about their experimental measurements and the way they estimated the compensation ratio would be very helpful in order to understand
the reasons behind discrepancy. However, it is to be underlined that the higher mobility and higher Hall electron density
in [28] than in sample Irmscher#12 [22] are actually
compatible with a signiﬁcantly lower compensation ratio.

Figure 6. Temperature dependent Hall mobility data (a) and Hall

density data (b); insert: detail of (b). In the ﬁgures the symbols
represent experimental data: stars Oishi#1 [28]; circles
Irmscher#12 [22]; squares Irmscher#3 [22]; triangles Irmscher#7
[22]; solid lines are from theory using the free parameters of table 2.
(c) Hall scattering factor for the same samples represented by same
symbols as in (b). Here, the arrow is a guide for the reader; the
doping level of the samples is given in table 2.

7
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Table 2. Parameters estimated from the best ﬁts of experimental data taken from the literature. Note that both the effective deformation
potential E nop and the effective phonon energy wnop were kept as adjustable phenomenological parameters, therefore their values must be
read with some caution.

Sample

ND (cm−3)

NA (cm−3)

NA /ND

ED (eV)

Eac (eV)

Enop (eV cm−1)

wnop (eV)

Oishi#1 [28]
Irmscher#12 [22]
Irmscher#3 [22]
Irmscher#7 [22]

2.5×1017
1.3×1017
5.2×1017
5.75×1017

2.5×1015
3.3×1016
6.8×1016
5.17×1015

0.01
0.25
0.13
0.01

0.034
0.029
0.027
0.024

16.6
16.6
2.13

15.4×108
8.5×108
4.6×108
4×108

0.030
0.014
0.030
0.090

2

ORCID iDs

An attempt to use the compensation ratio of 0.19 given by
Oishi et al results in a discrepancy between experimental and
theoretical Hall mobility only below T≈150 K and without
signiﬁcant variations from the phonon parameters of table 2.
This means that, up to compensation ratios of 0.19, the high
temperature mobility data of Oishi et al should not be affected
by impurity scattering; therefore, the ﬁtting of such a set of
data strongly supports the reliability of the analytical
approach proposed in the present paper.
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